Innovative Educators – Webinar series – March 14, 2019
Tobin, “4 Strategies To Enhance Your Presentation Skills: The Academic's Guide”
Participant Rating Results
Attendance: 185

Respondents: 120
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2. What was the most valuable idea from the presentation?
10 & 2
10 & 2
10 & 2
10 & 2; take aways
10 and 2
10 and 2
10 and 2
10&2
10&2
10/2
10-2
10-2
10-2; takeaways
2/3 concept
2/3 time and asking takeaway instead of any questions
4 principles to focus on designing future presentations
4 Ways to Great Presentations
7 lines 7 words in the line
Adjusting details and planning for 2/3 of allotted time
all of it was great
all of it will work for continued success
All of it!
All of the tips that I can implement right away.
ask for take-aways
Asking about the take away rather than "Any questions?"
Asking the appropriate questions to audience.
Better use of powerpoint and types of interactions that foster
engagement

Better ways to end a presentation with tell me one thing that
you learned and use more visuals that fill the page.
Breaks during presentations
Distributing handouts at the end of the presentation
Engage and interaction. 10&2 and QQQ
Engagement of the audience
Everything--so engaging
fill in the box
Focus and organization
focusing presentation on the major takeaways and save the
details for handouts
hand on tips and advice…many of them I will incorporate!
How to make your presentation more visually interesting
I liked the last bit
I love the 4 key factors and will use them as appropriate. He is
the best presenter ever.
I love the planning for 2/3 time, and the visual enhancement
ideas.
Interaction
Interaction
Interactions at 10 and 2
it was all quite useful. Better than anticipated.
keeping presentations simple, short and to the point
less is more concept
less text is more
less text, QQQ, interactive
Less text. Use of full frame images. !0 minutes of information,
2 minute audience activity.
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less words
less words, big font - notes for presenter if this is too much of
a burden to do
light text on dark background
Like the idea of including the instruction for any interactive
activities on the actual handout and using bullet-points on
the handout so that the students/audience fills in the lines
during the presentation.
numerous...less text, take-aways, visuals
one question quiz
organized 4 concept presentation
plan 2/3
plan 2/3 of the time for each lesson
plan 2/3 time
plan for 2/3
Plan for 2/3 of the time
Plan for 2/3 of the time, engage the audience, Fill the frame,
10&2
Plan presentation for 3/4 of scheduled time
planning for 2/3
planning for 2/3 time
presentation is to get interested in the details, not present the
details
Presentation tips: Dark background, light text, big text, fill the
frame
Providing the unexpected to sometimes engage the audience
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ and 10 and 2

QQQ, active take-aways
QQQ, CATs
Qualitative Questions
Qualitative/quantitative questions
So many I can't narrow it down! I'll be re-doing my slide
decks!
so many!!!
So many.....
Strategies Details and Interaction
Stressing more interaction with audience...time management
tips.
Taking Breaks
The 10 and 2 and using unexpected visuals
The 10 and 2 concept
the 4 main points
the 4 priorities
the 4 takeaways
The details and how to engage your audience; best practices
The entire thing was valuable.
The four major points
The interaction suggestions
The visuals
there were many.. hard to pick one
time management
Time management
timing
Use 2/3 of your planned presentation time.
Use just text
Use of visuals
visual strategies
visuals and time management
Visuals, less text highlighting 4 keys etcetera
Visuals, level of details
Vitamin D (VIT-D)
What was your take away

3. In a few words, share your over-all impression of this session.
Enjoyed the presentation and took away ideas for
improvement.
Enjoyed the session. Thanks.
excellent presentation
Excellent presentation
Excellent presentation, great ideas
Excellent session. Worth my time and attention
Excellent webinar: far superior to most that I have endured.
Exceptional webinar! All was useful and engaging!
Good presentation, but I do 95% of what he described but I
learned 1 new thing so it was worth it
Great webinar
I expected this to be more about how to use technology in
presentations, and how to manage time, of course, but it
was so much more than that. So many useful ideas set out
in ways that help me remember them and imagine myself
using them.
I was very pleasantly surprised that a lot of my presentation
habits were already recommended by Tom. I just hadn't
really given them names or any sort of metacognitive
thought on what was working, so this helped in
identifying those ideas. And thanks again for staying on
time.

Incredible presentation! Thank you so much. I will become a
better presenter after this webinar!
Super presentation, thank you! It was fun and informative.
Thank You
Thank you
Thank you - best webinar presentation I've attended in some
time!
Thank you for allowing us to view this presentation again to
ensure we catch everything.
Thank you for an excellent presentation.
Thank you very much!!! Great presentation!!!!
Thank you very much. It was great!
Thank you!
Thank you! Thomas had great ideas and is an amazing
presenter.
Thank you, this webinar was interactive and provided a lot of
useful information!
Thank you.
Thank you. Great job!
Thank you. It was straight to the point and informative. I felt I
was engaged the whole time.
Thanks a lot
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Thanks for a great webinar! Best, Mike
michaelfruff@gmail.com
The presentation was great, but getting onto the webinar was
much more difficult than it should be.
The presenter provided perfect examples of content included
in webinar Thank you!
This is the BEST and most engaging webinar that I have
attended in my professional career. It was filled with
relevant information and ways to incorporate it. Many
webinars are filled with research and great initiatives but
they do not provide information on how to implement it.
This presentation was actually fun and interactive. Within the
first few seconds as I was thinking “it’s about to start,” I
was dreading the next hour, but to my surprise it went by
fast and I enjoyed it. I also took away some really
important information that I will be incorporating into
future presentations.
This was great.
This webinar was engaging and informative. Thank you very
much
Time well spent. Thank you!
Very helpful tips for planning presentations in the near future.
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